In this note, we study sufficient conditions to rule out existence of periodic orbits for differential equations of any dimension. The criteria are based on a slightly different version of a classical result due to Poincaré. Examples and applications of our results are presented.
Introduction
We consider the differential equatioṅ
where F (x) := (f 1 (x 1 , . . . , x n ), . . . , f n (x 1 , . . . , x n )), G ⊂ R n is an open set and f i : G → R, 1 ≤ i ≤ n are C 1 so the standard existence and uniqueness theorems hold. The study of periodic solution is of theoretical interest as well as of practical relevance; but, deciding whether an arbitrary differential equation has or does not have periodic orbits, and how many they might be, are difficult questions. We begin by recalling a classical result due to Poincaré ( [4] , th. 1.6) Theorem 1.1 (Poincaré's method of tangential curves) Suppose that n = 2 in (1). Let H(x 1 , x 2 ) = C be a family of curves where
has constant sign on G, and the equality dH(x(t)) dt = 0 cannot be satisfied on a non constant entire orbit x(t) of (1). Then the equation (1) does not have any closed orbit in G.
Results and applications
First we give a version of Theorem 1.1 more suitable for our purposes. We consider also the set of critical points Z(F ) := {x ∈ R n : F (x) = 0}, so
then the equation (1) does not have any closed orbit in Ω.
Proof: Let I be an open interval with 0 ∈ I. We assume for simplicity, that solutions start from t 0 = 0. Denote by x(t, x 0 ) : I → Ω a solution of the equation (1) , such that x(0, x 0 ) = x 0 and I its maximal interval of definition. We consider a non-trivial T -periodic orbit (T > 0 is the minimal period), then we have x(T, x 0 ) = x(0, x 0 ) = x 0 . Suppose that equation (1) has a non-trivial T -periodic orbit in Ω, by the theorem of existence and uniqueness it does not intersect the set Z(F ), denote this curve by α(t, x 0 ) : R → Ω\Z(F ) and H be as in theorem, we obtain (3) but the right-hand side is nonzero by our hypothesis, which gives a contradiction, and proves the result. 2 Example 2.2 We take the Blasius equation from the theory of fluid boundary layers, see [3] , p. 129, the system is
, from Theorem 2.1 the only possibility for the existence of a periodic orbit γ(t) = (x 1 (t), x 2 (t), x 3 (t)) is that x 2 (t) = 0, but it together with equations 1 and 3 of the system (4) give us γ(t) = (0, 0, 0). Hence the Blasius equation have no periodic orbits.
The idea in Theorem 2.1 is typical in differential equations so a key point is to find the auxiliary functions H for a given system, by simplicity we concentrate our attention to real-valued auxiliary functions, thus we have
is never zero on Ω\Z(F ) then the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Suppose we choose a function K of the form HC then we get
So if for system (1) we take a function C which not vanish on Ω\Z(F ), then solving the partial differential equation (5) we look for solutions that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1, thus we obtain several criteria to rule out periodic orbits.
Corollary 2.3 If z(x)
: Ω → R is such that
where m i ∈ N for all i = 1, · · · , n. Then the system (1) has no periodic orbits in Ω.
Proof: Suppose that the function H depends only on z = z(x 1 , . . . , x n ). If H is a solution of the equation (5) this equation can be written as
By hypothesis we can take C(
, which only vanishes on Z(f ), thus H := exp(z) is a solution of the equation (5) in this case and the result follows.
2 Note: in the particular case when m i = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n, we get the well known fact that the gradient systems do not have periodic orbits.
Proposition 2.4 Let Ω ⊆ R
n be an open connected subset. Suppose that there exist constants c i ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , n such that 
dz.
From our hypothesis we take C(
z dz is a solution of the previous equation. Now it is easy to see that H(z) is indeed a function as in Theorem 2.1. The proof is complete. 2
Example 2.5 The next system has no periodic orbits in R 3 .
(6) Note that s) )ds = 0 for any curve α, the conclusion follows from Proposition 2.4.
Example 2.6
The next system is referred to as the "Oregonator", it was proposed by Field et al. (1972) , see [2] , p. 181,
or α = 0, then the system has no periodic orbits.
A slight generalization of Proposition 2.4 is given by the following Proposition 2.7 Let Ω ⊆ R n be a connected subset. Suppose that there exist that there exist g i (x i ) : D → R which only depend on x i , i = 1, . . . , n such that n i=1 g i (x i )f i (x) does not vanish on any connected component of Ω\Z(F ). Then equation (1) has no periodic orbits lying entirely in Ω.
Proof: Assume that H depends only on
, using the associated equation (5) we obtain a function H satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.1, which completes the proof. 2 Example 2.8 The next system has no periodic orbits in R 3 . 
(9)
Note that the expression β(x) := x 3 f 1 + x 1 f 3 = 2x 2 3 + x 2 1 which does not vanish outside the set of critical points, by a) of Proposition 2.9 the system has no periodic orbits.
